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Other than the OAT, are there other standardized admissions tests accepted by SCCO? 

 
What standardized test scores does SCCO accept other than the OAT?  
While the OAT is the preferred standardized test, SCCO accepts the MCAT and DAT.  

 

What are competitive scores for the MCAT and DAT? Are there any minimum requirements? 

Should you decide to apply with standardized test scores other than the OAT, competitive applicants are advised to reach 

these standards: 

 

MCAT Total Score: 480 - 500  

DAT Academic Average: 17 - 19  

 

 

Do these scores ever expire? 

Just like the OAT, these other standardized test scores do expire. The test date must be within a three-year period before 

the opening of the admissions cycle on July 1. 

 

If I opt to take a test other than the OAT, will I be evaluated differently than someone who takes the OAT? 

Applying with standardized test scores other than the OAT will not make you any less competitive.  

 

How do I get my official scores submitted to SCCO for evaluation? 

OAT scores: follow the OptomCAS instructions to submit your OAT scores through OptomCAS. 

  

MCAT and DAT scores: log onto the respective testing sites and have your official scores submitted by using the service 

offered, sending them directly to SCCO via email or US mail. Please note: there may be a fee associated with requesting 

scores.  

 

Scores sent electronically from MCAT/DAT companies: use the email address designation of 

ODAdmissions@ketchum.edu, care of SCCO Admissions. 

 

U.S. mail submission:   SCCO Office of Admissions 

Marshall B. Ketchum University 

2575 Yorba Linda Blvd 

Fullerton, CA 92831 

 

Can I send SCCO my unofficial scores? 

Unofficial scores are not accepted for any standardized test.   
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